Abstract. In this paper, we prove that the curvature of the Carathéodory pseudo-volume form is bounded above by −1. On the set where the pseudovolume form is non-degenerate, the curvature current of the singular Hermitian metric associated with the Carathéodory pseudo-volume form is proved to be strictly positive. Due to these curvature properties, we obtain an explicit relation between the Carathéodory measure hyperbolicity and the positivity of the canonical bundle. Moreover, we show a relation between the Carathéodory measure hyperbolicity, the existence of the Bergman kernel form and the existence of the Bergman metric.
Introduction
The positivity of the canonical bundle of a complex manifold is an important notion in algebraic geometry. In differential geometry, the positivity of the curvature of the pseudo-volume form associated to a complex manifold corresponds to the algebraic geometric positivity of the canonical bundle. The Bergman kernel form is used to prove the positivity of the canonical bundle in transcendental methods.
In this paper, we are concerned with the Kobayashi's curvature and the curvature current of the Carathéodory pseudo-volume form on a complex manifold. We clarify the relationship between the positivity of the Carathéodory pseudo-volume form and the positivity of the Bergman kernel form.
The Carathéodory pseudo-volume form is an important tool for studying holomorphic mappings between equidimensional complex manifolds. The definition of the Carathéodory pseudo-volume form v C X on a complex manifold X is analogous to that of the Carathéodory pseudo-metric. Regarding the pseudo-metric, Wong [10] , Burbea [2] and Suzuki [9] showed that the holomorphic sectional curvature of the Carathéodory pseudo-metric is bounded above by −1. Regarding the pseudo-volume form, henceforth denoted by v, Kobayashi [6] Then we have To prove this result, we use another expression formula (Popovici [8] ) of the volume of the canonical bundle
m n with respect to the curvature currents and Richberg's regularization theorem. Corollary 1.2 shows that the Carathéodory measure hyperbolicity, namely, the positivity of the Carathéodory pseudo-volume form, leads explicitly to the positivity of the canonical bundle.
Remark that the Carathéodory pseudo-volume form and the Bergman kernel form are intrinsic: they depend only on the complex structure of X. Thanks to Corollary 1.2, we show that the Carathéodory measure hyperbolicity, i.e., the positivity of the Carathéodory pseudo-volume form, implies the positivity of the Bergman kernel form and of the Bergman metric. In Section 4 we prove Theorem 1.3 by using the Carathéodory measure hyperbolicity and some L 2 estimates for the ∂ operator (cf. Chen [3] ).
2. Some basic properties and definition of the curvature for the Carathéodory pseudo-volume forms
Henceforth, X denotes a connected paracompact complex manifold.
Definition 2.1 ([10]
). The Carathéodory pseudo-volume form v C X on a complex manifold X is defined by
where
α is the Poincaré volume form on the n-dimensional complex ball B n and Hol(X, B n ) is the space of all holomorphic mappings from X to B n .
Since B n is homogeneous, the Ascoli-Arzelà theorem tells us that, for any x ∈ X, there exists
We recall the definition of the curvature of the regular pseudo-volume forms:
Definition 2.2 ([10]). For any pseudo-volume form v, we define the curvature K v by
where the pseudo-volume form is non-degenerate and C 2 .
Now, we want to define a notion of curvature for the Carathéodory pseudovolume form analogously. In general, however, the Carathéodory pseudo-volume form is not regular enough, not even continuous; thus we cannot apply this definition to v is defined by
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1
We prove the first part of Theorem 1.1. It is sufficient to prove locally that
almost everywhere on X. Hence we may consider that v C X and f * x v 1 are non-negative functions.
We fix a countable dense subset
where the convergence is locally uniform. Now for any k ∈ N, we take sequences of positive numbers ( j (l)) l∈N (j = 1, 2, . . . , k) such that each ( j (l)) l∈N decreases monotonously to 0. Furthermore, we require these sequences to satisfy the following property: for any l ∈ N, the set defined by the equation log f *
is of Lebesgue measure zero for each i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . k} with i < j. Finally, we also have the locally uniform convergence
Therefore, because of choice of the sequences
almost everywhere on X.
To conclude, we need the following key lemma by Boucksom:
We apply this lemma with
Applying this lemma once again with
, we obtain the desired inequality:
We prove the second part of Theorem 1.1. It is sufficient to prove that for any
Then, we have log v C X |K = sup f ∈K log f * v 1 , and for any f ∈ K, the inequality
holds true. Next we prove two key lemmas regarding the compactness of K and the existence of an appropriate neighbourhood K.
Proof. By the complete Kobayashi hyperbolicity of B n and the compactness of K,
. By the compactness of K, there exists a subsequence (
Hence K is closed in C(X, B n ) and is thus compact.
Lemma 3.3. There exists K, small enough, such that, for some constant
Proof. We use reductio ad absurdum. Suppose that, for any > 0, there exist z , w ∈ U and ζ ∈ C n with |ζ | = 1 such that z
Then, by using the convergent subsequences of z , w , f z and ζ as in the proof of Lemma 3.2, we can find f x 0 and ζ 0 ∈ C n with |ζ
We now fix a compact set K as in Lemma 3.3. Since {f (z) ∈ B n ; f ∈ K, z ∈ K} is compact by Lemma 3.2, we infer from (3.1) that there exists some constant C > 0 such that
for any z ∈ K, f ∈ K and ζ = (ζ β ) β=1,2,...,n ∈ C n . Moreover, it follows from (3.2) and Lemma 3.3 that
..,n ∈ C n , where we have set c := C 2 · C . These inequalities altogether imply
Finally, we prove Corollary 1.2. Regarding the first part of this corollary, we combine the first part of Theorem 1.1 with a formula for the volume of a line bundle L by Boucksom and Popovici: Hence we can take T = (2π)
From the first part of Theorem 1.2, we conclude that
To prove the second part of this corollary, we apply Richberg's regularization technique ([5] ) to the continuous strictly plurisubharmonic function log v C X . We use this to regularize the singular Hermitian metric (v C X ) −1 while keeping the strict positivity of the curvature current. Hence we get a smooth Hermitian metric on K X that has the strictly positive curvature form on X. By Kodaira's embedding theorem, X turns out to be a projective algebraic manifold with ample K X . 
The pseudo-metric associated to the curvature form Θ (v B X ) −1 of the singular Hermitian metric (v B X ) −1 as the fundamental (1, 1)-form is called the Bergman pseudometric on X. When Θ (v B X ) −1 is non-degenerate on X, we call it the Bergman metric on X.
To prove Theorem 1.3, we start by using some L 2 estimates for the ∂ operator in order to construct the suitable elements in L 2 (Ω n X ) by following Chen [3] . LetX be a Galois covering of a compact complex manifold X and let π X : X → X be the covering map. Note that v C X is biholomorphically invariant, and we can consider it as defined on X. We proceed to construct the weight function and complete Kähler domain inX to set up the suitable L 2 space in order to use the L 2 estimate for the ∂ operator. First we construct the weight function. Let {x i } i∈N ⊂X be a countable dense subset such that
n ) in the notation of Section 2. Consider the smooth and bounded plurisubharmonic function
Lemma 4.2. φ is strictly plurisubharmonic onX \ Z(v C X
).
Proof. We denote by g k (k = 0, 1, 2, . . . ) the bounded holomorphic functions in the definition of φ as they come ordered in the sum:
x 2 , and so on. We set log κ := log
Now, take any point x ∈X \Z(v C X
) and let i ∈ N such that x ∈ U i . By the definition of f x and
..,n is a holomorphic local coordinate system around x ofX. The complex Hessian with respect to this coordinate system is
Therefore for any ζ = (ζ α ) α=1,2,...,n ∈ C n we obtain n α,β=1
which is equal to 0 if and only if Second, we construct a complete Kähler domain inX. By hypothesis,X has a smooth compact quotient complex manifold X, and by Corollary 1.2, X is of general type. Hence Moishezon's theorem ( [7] ) implies that there exists a projective manifold Y obtained after finitely many blow-ups σ :
We see that the blow-upỸ 1σ
By iterating this process, we obtain the following commutative diagram:
The maps in rows are the blow-ups; the maps in columns are the coverings. Now, we can take a divisor E on Y and an analytic subset S of X of codim X S ≥ 2. Set
. We obtain the commutative diagram
The horizontal maps are biholomorphic. By the biholomorphic invariance of the Carathéodory pseudo-volume form and diagram (4.2), we havẽ
Here we have used the Riemann extension theorem in the first and last equalities. Since the Carathéodory pseudo-volume form is continuous, we haveσ
) is the desired complete Kähler domain inX.
To prove this, it is sufficient by Proof. We observe thatỸ has a complete Kähler metric ω 0 . Furthemore, there exists a smooth Hermitian metric h on KỸ satisfying ω 0 ≥ Θ h and the invariance by the covering transformation. By using h, we construct an upper continuous function τ by
where τ is well defined since f x < 1. Notice that τ is bounded by above. We may assume, without loss of generality, that it is smaller than or equal to −1. We remark that τ 
